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I.

INTRODUCTION
This manual describes the installation and operation of your Branch Circuit Monitoring System
(BCMS).
Power Distribution Inc. (PDI) designs and manufactures the finest power distribution products
available on the market today. Other PDI products include Power Distribution Units (PDU),
Remote Power Panels, Static Transfer Switches, Line Conditioners, UL Listed Distribution
Cables, and ac power monitoring products for computers and other equipment sensitive to
power quality.
If you require additional information or need technical assistance, please contact PDI’s field
support division at any time.
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II. SCOPE
This manual includes user operation and installation information for the PDI Branch Circuit
Monitoring System (BCMS). It is intended to aid the user in the safe handling and use of
shipped equipment. It is recommended that a copy of this document be kept in the unit or in
a safe place for easy review. Each section of this manual may contain bold type notes in a
rectangle box, warnings and cautions that pertain to your BCMS system.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This system is designed for use with two 42 circuit panel boards. The ‘BCMS Plus’ measures
source voltages and uses the correct voltage based on two digital signals from the source
main circuit breakers to determine which source is powering the panel boards. It then
monitors panel board currents and voltage to determine the power calculations. The total
currents are a summation of the branch circuit breakers on a panel board. Accuracy of the
BCMS system shall be Current:2%(2-60A),Voltage:1% and KW&KVA:3%(2-60A).

A.

BCMS PLUS



Individual Branch Circuit
Summation of branch breakers


















Average current
Minimum/maximum current
Alarm setting
Summary alarm via Modbus
Optional local monitoring capability
Current demand
Real Power – KVA per panelboard
Apparent Power – KVA per panelboard
Reactive Power – KVA per panelboard
Kilowatt hours per panelboard
Power factor per panelboard
Frequency per panelboard
Over/under voltage per panelboard
Input phase current neutral, ground
Panelboard phase loss A, B, C
Voltage L-L, L-N for 3 phases, panelboard

per panelboard
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BCMS COMPONENTS
1. Acquisition Module
The Acquisition module consists of a fuse, small control transformer and a printed circuit
board (Figure 1 in Appendix A) mounted on a plate. There can be up to 4 CT modules
connected to this board, for a total of 84 CT’s. There are terminals for six voltages and
four digital points. There are also eight terminals for Power CT’s to enable the BCMS to
monitor total current. It sends this information out via ModBus RTU to the local display or
customer supplied monitoring system.
2. Current Transformers (CT’s)
The current transformers are normally placed on both sides of a panel board. The wire to
each branch breaker is then run through the appropriate current transformer before being
connected to the breaker. These are mounted to a printed circuit board with the solid
core solution for new installation applications and individually mounted split core CT’s, that
each have two wires for existing panel board applications.
3. Model 8212G Graphic Monitor (Local Display)
The Model 8212G Graphic Monitor (local display) is an option that can be used to monitor
the BCMS locally. The ModBus communications port is connected to the local display
ModBus port. The display then polls the BCMS module for information and displays it on
the 115x65mm LCD display. This information may be connected to an upstream ModBus
port. There are also two programmable digital inputs and a summary alarm warning and
other alarm contacts available.
The graphics display provides increased visibility to the BCMS data in quick to read
screens that show multiples circuits at one time. The 8212G monitor also provides
information on RMS amperages for each circuit; Min/Max Currents; Summations of
currents per phase on each panel board; and Voltage, Power, THD and Frequency with
the voltage option. It also provides Branch summary graphs for percent loan and panel
board current trending.

Model 8212G Graphic Monitor
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IV. SYSTEM INSTALLATION PROCEDURES
The following section of your installation and operation manual covers the general
requirements for the installation of your ‘BCMS Plus’ and its associated components.

A. BCMS MOUNTING
A BCMS consists of the Data Acquisition Module, Current Transformers, and optional Local
Display. The Data Acquisition Module can be mounted in any convenient location. The
Current Transformers (CT’s) come in two sizes. CT’s are in fixed strips with ¾ inch and 1 inch
spacing for various panel boards manufacturers, and wired split core CT’s which can be used
for installations where rewiring is not an option. The CT’s are located near the panel boards,
one on each side.
The Local Display must have a cutout for mounting, and is usually
mounted on the front door. The mounting layouts, dimensions, and recommended covers are
locates in Appendix A.

B. BCMS CT INSTALLATION – SOLID CORE
After all the modules have been mounted they must be wired together. Different versions of
software support different connections. This is a list of all possible connections. A detailed
connection list for your application is available in Appendix B.

Ribbon Cable
Connections

1.

Mount the CT strips adjacent to the breaker positions on the Panelboard using the
screws and screw holes existing on the Panelboards. The output wire for the breaker will
go through the CT and then routed out of the unit. Be sure the correct Ribbon cable from
the Module is plugged into the correct CT Board. The CT modules are connected to the
BCMS acquisition module via 26 pin ribbon cables. Each CT module should have one
ribbon cable connector. The BCMS acquisition module has four connectors (See Figure 1
in Appendix A) labeled J2 (PB1A), J3 (PB1B), J4 (PB2A), and J5 (PB2B) refer to the panel
board. PB1A and PB1B would each be connected to the first panel board. PB1A would be
the left CT module and would consist of the odd circuits 1-41. PB1B would be the right CT
module and would consist of the even circuits 2-42. PB2A and PB2B would be connected
to the second panel board. PB2A would be the left CT module and would consist of the
odd circuits 1-41. PB2B would be the right CT module and would consist of the even
circuits 2-42.
BCMS
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Note: The second panel board may also
be numbered at 43-84 rather than 1-42
if preferred in some applications.

C. BCMS CT INSTALLATION – SPLIT CORE
1.

The individual (Split Core) CT’s do not connect directly to the BCMS, they connect to an
interface strip which connects to the BCMS via a ribbon cable. Each interface strip
accommodates 21 CT’s or one side of a panel board. The 84 Circuit kit contains four
interface strips—a left and a right for each of two panel boards. Note that the left and
right interface strips are different—the odd number channels (1,3,5...41) are on the left of
the panel, and the even numbered channels (2,4,6...42) are on the right side of a panel.
Each interface strip has a row of quick connect terminal strips. The black wires from the
CT’s connect to the terminal on the strip marked BLK/HOT, and the white wires connect to
the terminal strip marked WHT-GND. In the example below, a CT is wired to channel 41
and should be snapped on to the bottom right branch circuit which is number 41.
Clamp area for CT
attachment to load wire.

Ribbon cable attachment

CT lead wire attachments
BLK->HOT, WHT->GND
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D. BCMS ACQUISITION MODULE INSTALLATION
1. The acquisition module is powered by 240Vac, which is connects to a terminal block,
labeled TB1 (See Figure 1 in Appendix A), mounted to the plate. 240Vac is connected to
the A terminal, neutral connected to the N terminal and ground is connected to the G
terminal.
Caution: All voltage connections must be fused.
2. If you have the voltage monitoring option the two voltage connections are one or two sets
of three phase voltage inputs depending on the voltage option that you have. The voltage
connectors are J9 (See Figure 1 in Appendix A) for Source 1 and J10 (See Figure 1 in
Appendix A) for the Source 2 option. These three phase voltages are connected with
phase A to pin 1, neutral to pin 2, phase B to pin 3, neutral to pin 4 and phase C to pin 5.
(Note: Pin 2 and pin 4 are internally bridged on the BCMS Acquisition Module, therefore
you are only required to connect one neutral to either pin 2 or pin 4).

J9 - Source 1
Voltage Connector

Phase C

Phase A

Neutral
(Internally
bridged)

Phase B

Neutral
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3. If you have one of the total CT current options, the CT connection for the first panel board
goes to J12 (See Figure 1 in Appendix A) with A phase CT going to pins 1 and 2, B phase
CT going to pins 3 and 4 and C phase CT going to pins 5 and 6. The CT connection for
the second panel board go to J13 (See Figure 1 in Appendix A) with A phase CT going to
pins 1 and 2, B phase CT going to pins 3 and 4 and C phase CT going to pins 5 and 6.
4. The Neutral and Ground CT options are hooked up to connector J11 (See Figure 1 in
Appendix A). The first Neutral is connected to pins 1 and 2. The Ground or second
Neutral is connected to pins 3 and 4.
Caution: All voltage connections must be fused.
5. If you have the two voltages tied together through an interlocking circuit breaker option
you will need to hook up the digital points connections to J1 (See Figure 1 in Appendix A).
These connections tell the logic which of the two feeder breakers is closed. J1-1
connected to J1-3 signifies that source one breaker is closed. J1-2 connected to J1-3
signifies that source two breaker is closed. These connections must be made with a dry
contact.
6. When using the split core solution for current readings and voltage is included/added,
there is still the need to shut down the panel for connection of the voltage sensing on the
input connections of the Panelboard. As an alternate to this, a 3 pole breaker space can
be provided from the Panelboard to connect the pickoff for the voltage sensing wires. The
3 pole breaker is not included in the standard kit, but can be provided as an add-on to the
kit price if requested.
7. The remote communications (ModBus RTU) is connected to J14 (See Figure 1 in Appendix
A) on the BCMS acquisition board. The ModBus or the board can then be connected to
the local display through the J14 connector. J14 connections are pin 1 to common, pin 2
to RX-, pin 3 to RX+, pin 4 to TX- and pin 5 to TX+. Points list for remote communications
is in Appendix C.

Note: Communication connections must cross between devices. RX+/- of one
device must be connected to TX+/- of the other device and vice versa. This
connects the transmitter of one device to the receiver of the other.
Ret
RX- (TX-)
RX+ (TX+)
TXTX+

RS485
(J14)
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E. BCMS MODEL 8212 G MONITOR INSTALLATION
(Local Display)
1. The optional local display is powered by 240Vac, which connects to J5 (See Figure 2 in
Appendix A). Pin 1 is 240Vac and pin 2 is neutral.
Caution: All voltage connections must be fused.
2. There are two remote communications (ModBus RTU) ports on the local display. The first
is the downstream port, J7 (See Figure 2 in Appendix A) and connects to the acquisition
module. The second is the upstream port, J6 (See Figure 2 in Appendix A) and connects
to the customer supplied monitoring system. Both J6 and J7 connections are pin 1 –
common, pin 2 – RX-, pin 3 – RX+, pin 4 – TX-, pin 5 – TX+. Points list for remote
communications is in Appendix C.
Note: Communication connections must cross between devices. RX+/- of one
device must be connected to TX+/- of the other device and vice versa. This
connects the transmitter of one device to the receiver of the other.
3. Digital points connections are made to the local display at J12 (See Figure 2 in Appendix
A) and can be programmed from the front panel. There are two digital points (1&3) and
two commons. These connections should be made with a dry contact. Digital points are
1, and 3 and the common connections (2&4), which should be made with dry contact.
4. Summary warning and alarm connections are made to the local display at J9 (See Figure 2
in Appendix A). There contacts are dry contacts rated at 120vac 1 amp. The summary
alarm is pin 1-2 and the summary warning is pin 3-4.

Communication Wiring Connections
Ret

RX-

RX+

TX-

TX+

White

Red

Yellow

Black

Green

@
Monitor

White

Black

Green

Red

Yellow

@ Data
Acq Module

Ret

RX-

RX+

TX-

TX+

(As looking at plug J7 from Left  Right)
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V.

OPERATION
A. MODEL 8212G MONITOR
DESCRIPTION:
The Optional display is used to display the readings of
the branch circuit monitoring system information
locally. It collects the information from the BCMS via
the downstream ModBus port. The front panel display
also forwards all the information via the upstream
ModBus port. SNMP Communications is accomplished
through the SNMP add-on board on the BCMS Module.

OPERATION:
At startup the display defaults to the banner screen. From the banner screen you can cycle
through the different display screens by pressing ENTER. There are six different display
screens. They appear in the following order: DISPLAY, BCMS1, BCMS2, etc. through BMCS8.
Pressing ENTER on the last page will return to the Banner screen. Pressing ESC on any of
these screens will take you to the Setup screen through password entry.
Display screen
While in the display mode the up and down arrows scroll through the display readings. Where
indicated, the right arrow will clear latched alarms if the alarm condition has been removed.
Note: If there are no readings to display (i.e. Auxiliaries, Comm. Errors, Warnings, Alarms) the
Display screen will be skipped.
BCMS screens
While In the BCMS mode the up and down arrows scroll through the branch currents. The
right and left arrows scroll through the following readings: Current, Minimum, Maximum,
Average, and Demand for each of the 42 readings.
Setup screens
Before entering the Setup mode you will be asked for a password. The default password is
‘PDI’, but can be changed in the setup screen. While in the Setup screen the up and down
arrows scroll through the setup options. ENTER will enter the current setup menu. In each
setup menu the up and down will move the cursor and right and left will change the settings.
Pressing Enter where indicated will take you to a menu to change text for menus. ESC will
take you back to the Setup screen. From the Setup screen ESC will take you back to the
Banner screen. There is a setup screen for the following: Banner screen, Upstream Modbus,
Downstream Modbus, Infrared port, Serial port, Auxiliaries, and Password.
ModBus Data Interface:
The normal data protocol is ModBus RTU and uses a 4 wire plus shield, multi-point EIA/TIA422-B (RS-422) interface. The default communications parameters for the interface are 9600
baud, 8 bit, even parity, and 1 stop bit. Parity can be changed. Optionally, the BCMS data
interface can be strapped for 2 wire plus shield RS-485, and 2 wire plus ground RS-232. Note
that RS-232 is only possible if there is only one BCMS (there is no multi-point or daisy chain)
and the distance to the computer is less than 20 ft. The communications parameters remain
the same. Address 1 is the default base address. It is changed from the service port.
BCMS
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B.

SOFTWARE ACQUISITION MODULE INTERFACE

FOR

BCMS USB

PORT

INSTALLING USB D2XX DRIVER ON YOUR PC:
1)
Load the D2XX folder from the CD to your hard drive. It is recommended to make a
folder called BCMSII and load it in this folder.
2)
If an older device driver is installed use FTDIUNIN.EXE in the above folder to uninstall
the old driver first.
3)
Disconnect your PC from the Internet. This will stop the PC from trying to find the
driver on the web.
4)
Connect the BCMS USB J16 to a spare USB port on your PC. This will launch the
Windows Found New Hardware Wizard. If you are connected to the Internet, Windows XP will
silently connect to the Windows Update website and install any suitable driver. You do not
want this to happen, so disconnect from the Internet first.
5)
Select “Install from a list or specific location (Advanced)” and click the Next button.
6)
Check the “Include this location in the search” and click the Browse button and find
the file path (”C:\BCMSII\D2XX\” in this example). Once the file path has been entered I the
box, click “Next” to proceed.
7)
If Windows is configured to warn when unsigned drivers are about to be installed,
click on “Continue Anyway” to continue with the installation.
8)
When Windows is done successfully installing this driver click “Finish” to complete the
installation. The device is now ready for use.
Installing BCMSII Display software on your PC:
1)
Load BCMSII.exe on your C: drive in your new folder. Click on the Icon and it will
load up the communication for the BCMSII. It may be a good time to create a short cut for
this folder on the desktop.

NOTE: If there is a Net error when you try to load BCMSII.exe you may not have
DOTNETFX loaded on your PC. You may want to load DOTNETFX.EXE on your PC.
This will load Microsoft’s .Net software on your PC. Most new PC’s already have this
installed. Program included on CD for reference.
SETUP INTERFACE:
The BCMS is configured and calibrated using a terminal or a computer running a terminal
application. This is done using the USB connection J16 (See Figure 1 in Appendix A) to your
PC. This also requires software and driver for your PC USB port. A menu screen can be seen
by entering a “?” followed by <Enter>. This menu screen may be different do to the different
options that you may have. The menu screens may change but are currently:
MODBUS DATA INTERFACE:
The normal data protocol is ModBus RTU and uses a 4 wire plus shield, multi-point EIA/TIA422-B (RS-422) interface. The default communications parameters for the interface are 9600
baud, 8 bit, even parity, and 1 stop bit. Parity can be changed. Optionally, the BCMS data
interface can be strapped for 2 wire plus shield RS-485. Address 1 for panel board one and
Address 2 for panel board two are the default base addresses. If you have multiple BCMS’s
the Addresses must be changed. The Addresses can be changed from the USB service port.
The data acquisition to the BCMS cannot be greater than 200 bytes or 100 data points per
request and can’t be faster than 400ms between data request. If you need to have faster
data acquisition the 8212 monitor must be used.
BCMS
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Menu line

Command Menu input

Quick Link Area

Interface text display area

BCMS Interface Software Window
The BCMS Interface software allows users to interface with the BCMS board to accomplish
tasks for setup, calibration and operation.
1. The Menu line, when item is clicked, will display additional items that are available or
to be configured. This is where the SNMP will be set up (See below description)
2. The Command Menu input is is where the commands for the BCMS interface are
entered. Once the command is entered into the field and “Enter” is pushed, the
response will show in the Interface test display area.
3. The Quick Link area is designed for when there are commands to be entered on a
regular basis. This command can be entered and then just press “Send” for each time
you want to have the command take place. This is very useful in multiple units or
large installations when the same command is set numerous times.

BCMS
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Command Menu:
!
Sets BCMS to its default setup
$ Resets all the BCMS Alarm Values.
B Gives Version Numbers.
Zs_p_NN.N Sets Total PB Phase Current where
s is 1,2, T, S1 or S2 for PB 1, PB 2, Main or Sub(Dist1 or 2)
p is the Phase: A, B, C, (N, G Options) or X for all phases
NN.N is the present current from 2.0 to 200.0 amps.
Example
Z1_B_58.5 sets current for PB 1 on phase 'B' to 58.5 Amps.
Example two ZS2_X_102.5 sets current for Sub Distribution Two on all phases to 102.5
Amps.
L_nnn Sets the full single phase load for the sub distribution, where
nnn is 100 to 600 Amps
Example L_180 Sets the Sub Distribution Full load current for both panel boards to 180
Amps.
Cs_nn_NN.N Sets Input Current where s is the Panel board: 1 or 2
nn is the channel from 1 to 42 or X for all current channels
NN.N is the present current from 2.0 to 65.0 amps.
Example C1_15_18.5 sets current for PB 1 on channel 15 to 18.5 Amps.
cs_nn Gets current and scale factors where s is the PB 1 or 2
nn is the channel from 1 to 42 or X for all current channels
Fx_nnnn Fills given Scale factor on all channels on a CT strip where x is the CT strip 1 to 4
and nnnn is the Scale factor that you want to use.
Example F3_1024 Fills CT Strip 3 which is on PB 2 with the Scale factor of 1024.
Us_x Sets the direction of CT’s where s is the PB 1 or 2
x is 0 for normal, 1 is for Upside down and 2 is for Long Strip(1 to 42 on each side).
O_nnnn Sets an Offset for zero current
nnnn is a Plus or Minus Number.
M Shows Modbus menu.
Pa Sets Modbus parity where a is either e, o or n. Example Pe sets parity to even
p
Gets Modbus parity
As_nn Sets Modbus addresses to Panel 1, 2 or Sub to nn where s is 1, 2 or S and nn is a
number from 1 to 32.
Example AS 3 sets the address for Sub Distribution to 3.
a
Gets first Modbus address
? Menu
ms_nnn_yyy
Gets Modbus points where s is the Panel board: 1, 2 or S for Sub
nnn is the start point from 1 to end number and yyy is the end point from start to end
number.
then you will get the list of points between the start and end points.
Ms_nnn_yyy_NNN Sets Modbus points where s is the Panel board: 1, 2 or S for Sub
nnn is the start point from 1 to end number and yyy is the end point from start to end
number.
NNN is the number going into the points between the start and end points.

BCMS
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*****************************GLOBAL SETTINGS *************************
Ms_B_NNN Sets all 42 breaker sizes on Panel board s where s is 1 or 2
and NNN is the size you want the breakers to be.
Ms_W_NNN Sets all 42 Warning Thresholds on Panel board s where s is 1 or 2
and NN a number from 1 percent to 99 percent of the breaker size that you want the
Threshold.
Ms_A_NNN Sets all 42 Alarm Thresholds on Panel board s where s is 1 or 2
and NN a number from 1 percent to 99 percent of the breaker size that you want the
Threshold.
Ms_WD_NNN Sets all 42 Warning Time Delay on Panel board s where s is 1 or 2
and NN is the time in seconds that you want the Warning delayed.
Ms_AD_NNN Sets all 42 Alarm Time Delay on Panel board s where s is 1 or 2
and NN is the time in seconds that you want the Alarm delayed.
Ms_R
Resets all Minimum and Maximum Values on Panel board s where s is 1 or 2.

SNMP Setup:
When clicking on the “SNMP” on the menu, the SNMP Settings window will be displayed.
The required information is entered in this window and then the “send to BCMS” button is
clicked to save the information on the BCMS Board and complete the set up. The
Communication cable is plugged into the port on the SNMP Add-on board which is mounted on
the BCMS Board.

SNMP Setup Window

SNMP Add-on Board

BCMS
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COMMAND FUNCTION PROCEDURES:
CHANGING THE MODBUS ADDRESS ON THE BCMS BOARD
Each BCMS board has two address assigned for panel board 1 and 2. One address per panel
board. By default, the BCMS boards are shipped with the addresses assigned to 1 and 2 for
the
respective
Panelboards
unless
additional boards are
installed in the same
cabinet. If more boards
are installed in a given
cabinet the address on
the additional boards will
be 3 & 4 and so on…..
The command line to
check
the
BCMS
Address is “a”. When this
is typed in the command
menu,
the
current
settings for the ModBus
addresses are displayed.
The command line in the
menu command to change
the ModBus address is:
As_nn
Sets
Modbus
addresses to Panel 1, 2 or
Sub to nn where s is 1, 2 or
S and nn is a number from
1 to 32.
Example AS 3 sets
the
address
for
Sub
Distribution to 3.

Example:
To change the ModBus address for both panels to 3 & 4 perform the following:
Type “a”, then “1” for panel one, then space, type “3” for address 3.
The command line will look like this: (a1 3)
Type “a”, then “2” for panel two, then space, type “4” for address 4
The command line will look like this: (a2 4).
When using the Model 8212G Monitor, (local display) the BCMS Panelboard addresses should
always be set to 1 and 2.
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CALIBRATION:
The command line in the menu command to calibrate a panel circuit or all channels on a panel
board is:
Cs_nn_NN.N Sets Input Current where s is the Panel board: 1 or 2
nn is the channel from 1 to 42 or X for all current channels
NN.N is the present current from 2.0 to 65.0 amps.
Example C1_15_18.5 sets current for PB 1 on channel 15 to 18.5 Amps.
Example:
To calibrate channel 15 perform the following:
Type “c”, then, which panel board you wish to calibrate (1 or 2), then space, then 15 for circuit
15, then space, type in the present current on circuit 15.
The line code will look like this: (c1 15 10) if panel one is selected and you have 10 amps of
current being applied.
To calibrate all channels on one panel board perform the following: (Note you must have the
same current applied to all circuits on the panel board to perform the following command)
Type “c”, then which panel board you wish to calibrate (1 or 2), then space, then “x” for all
channels, then space, type in the present current applied to all circuits on the panel board.
The line code will look like this: (c1 x 10) if panel one is selected and you have 10 amps of
current being applied to all circuits on panel 1.
VIEW A SPECIFIC CHANNEL OR ALL CIRCUITS ON A PANEL BOARD:
The command line in the menu command to view a panel circuit or all circuits on a panel board
is:
cs_nn Gets current and scale factors where s is the PB 1 or 2
nn is the channel from 1 to 42 or X for all current channels
Example:
To view circuit 15, perform the following:
Type “c”, then, which panel board you wish to calibrate (1 or 2), then space, then 15 for circuit
15.
The line code will look like this: (c1 15) if panel one is selected.
To view all channels on one panel board, perform the following:
Type “c”, then, which panel board you wish to view (1 or 2), then space, then “x” for all
channels.
The line code will look like this: (c1 x if panel one is selected.)
CHANGING THE SCALE FACTOR ON A PANEL CT STRIP:
The BCMS board can read 2 panel boards. The BCMS uses 4 CT strips to supply currents
reading to the logic board. A left and right CT strip per panel board. The CT strips are labeled
as the following: CT strip 1 is for the left side of panel board 1, CT strip 2 is for the right side of
panel board 1, CT strip 3 is for the left side of panel board 2, and CT strip 4 is for the right side
of panel board 2.
This function is another form of calibration using a scaling factor number to calibrate a
channel. Scale factor is a value based on the internal resistor used and CT used on a CT strip
to display a current value.
The command line in the menu command to change the scale factor on a panel CT strip is:
Fx_nnnn Fills given Scale factor on all channels on a CT strip where x is the CT strip 1 to 4
and nnnn is the Scale factor that you want to use.
Example F3_1024 Fills CT Strip 3 which is on PB 2 with the Scale factor of 1024.
BCMS
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Example:
To change the scale factor in one CT strip 2 perform the following:
Type “f”, then “2”, then type the scale factor number (example 1024).
The command line will look like this: (f2 1024).
CHANGING THE BREAKERS SIZES ON EACH PANEL BOARD:
When the BCMS boards are shipped the breaker sizes are defaulted to 20 amp.
The command line in the menu command to change the breaker sizes is:
Ms_B_NNN Sets all 42 breaker sizes on Panel board s where s is 1 or 2
and NNN is the size you want the breakers to be.
Example:
To change the breaker sizes to 30 on all the circuits on panel 1 perform the following:
Type “m”, then “1” for panel one, then space, type b, then space, then type “30”
The command line will look like this: (m1 b 30)
CHANGING THE BREAKER SIZES ON AN INDIVIDUAL CIRCUIT:
You may need the points list to identify the position you desire to be changed. The modbus
register points for breaker sizes is 136 to 177. Register point 136 equals to panel circuit
number 1, register point 137 equals to panel circuit number 2, and so on.
The command line in the menu command to change a breaker value on an individual circuit is:
Ms_nnn_yyy_NNN Sets Modbus points where s is the Panel board: 1 or 2
nnn is the start point from 1 to end number and yyy is the end point from start to end
number.
NNN is the number going into the points between the start and end points.
Example:
To change the breaker size on panel 1, circuit # 42, to 30 amps perform the following:
Type “m”, then “1” for panel one, then space, then type “177”, space, then type “177”, space,
then type “30”.
To change the breaker size on panel 1, circuits 1 & 2, to 30 amps perform the following:
Type “m”, then “1” for panel one, then space, then type “136”, space, then type “137”, space,
then type “30”.
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VI. APPENDIX A – LAYOUTS AND DIMENSIONS
1.
Calibration and
Set-up Port
(J16)

DATA ACQUISITION MODULE LAYOUT

Ret
RX- (TX-)
RX+ (TX+)

RS485
(J14)

TXTX+

Ribbon cable connection for
Panelboard #2 Even
(2, 4, 6…)
(J5—PB2B)

Panel board 1 CT Currents (J12)

Panel board 2 CT Currents (J13)
Ribbon cable connection for
Panelboard #2 Odd
(1, 3, 5…)
(J4—PB2A)

Neutral and Grd. CT Currents (J11)

Ribbon cable connection for
Panelboard #1 Even
(2, 4, 6…)
(J3—PB1B)
Source Breaker Closed (J1)
Ribbon cable connection for
Panelboard #1 Odd
(1, 3, 5…)
(J2—PB1A)

Source 2 Voltage (J10)
Factory Programming Port

Source 1 Voltage (J9)
24 VAC
Connection

TB1
240 VAC Input
Neutral Input
Ground Input
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2.

LOCAL DISPLAY LAYOUT
Digital Points
Connections (J8)

240 VAC Input
Power (J5)
12 VDC Input
Power (J3)

Remote Comm.
Downstream Port
(J7)

Remote Comm.
Upstream Port
(J6)

Figure 2
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VII. APPENDIX B - WIRING
Connection point
Acquisition PCB – J2
Acquisition PCB – J3
Acquisition PCB – J4
Acquisition PCB – J5
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(PB1A)
(PB1B)
(PB2A)
(PB2B)

J9-1
J9-2
J9-3
J9-4
J9-5
J10-1
J10-2
J10-3
J10-4
J10-5

Connection point
CT’s Panel 1 left
CT’s Panel 1 right
CT’s Panel 2 left
CT’s Panel 2 right

Description
Ribbon cable connecting CT’s to
the BCMS acquisition board

Source
Source
Source
Source
Source
Source
Source
Source
Source
Source

Source 1 voltages, must be fused

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

A phase
Neutral
B phase
Neutral
C phase
A phase
Neutral
B phase
Neutral
C phase

voltage
voltage
voltage
voltage

Source 2 voltages, must be fused

voltage
voltage

Acquisition – J1-1
Acquisition – J1-2
Acquisition – J1-3

Circuit breaker 1 Aux NO
Circuit breaker 2 Aux NO
Circuit breaker 1&2 Aux COM

Digital signals to determine which
Source is feeding the panel boards

Acquisition terminal block A
Acquisition terminal block N
Acquisition terminal block G

240Vac
Neutral
Ground

Terminal block on main plate, for
control power.

Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

J14-1
J14-2
J14-3
J14-4
J14-5

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

J6-1
J6-2
J6-3
J6-4
J6-5

Modbus
Modbus
Modbus
Modbus
Modbus

Local display J5-1
Local display J5-2

240Vac
Neutral

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

–
–
–
–
–

Display
Display
Display
Display
Display

Display
Display
Display
Display
Display

J7-1
J7-4
J7-5
J7-2
J7-3

master
master
master
master
master

Common
TXTX+
RXRX+

Common for communications (Ret)
RX- to TXRX+ to TX+
TX- to RXTX+ to RX+
Communications ModBus master
Device, supplied by others

Control power
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VIII. DATA ACQUISITION REMOTE COMM. CONNECTIONS
The BCMS is capable of providing remote communications information in 4 wire or 2 wire
configurations via ModBus. The PDI Standard communication setup is through RS422/RS485 –
4 wire interface with the TX and RX on separate pairs due to the ability to have increase
speed on the communications with the TX and RX separated, however, it is possible to
connect the Remote Communications to a 2 wire network.
The 4 wire configuration is connected to J14 on the BCMS acquisition board as noted in the
figure below. J14 connections are pin 1 to common, pin 2 to RX-, pin 3 to RX+, pin 4 to TXand pin 5 to TX+.

RS485 – 4 wire

Ret
RX- (TX-)
RX+ (TX+)
TXTX+

RS485 (4 wire)
(J14)

Pin 5
Pin 4
Pin 3
Pin 2
Pin 1
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To convert to a 2 wire connection, jumper TX+ and RX+ (Orange Jumper shown below) together and
jumper TX- and RX- (Red Jumper shown below) together. Then connect external wiring as shown. In
the 2 wire configuration, it is necessary to poll the remote communications at a rate lower than one
poll every 5 seconds. Retries should also be delayed to 5 seconds.
RX+/TX+

RS485 – 2 wire

RX -/TX -

TX+/RX+ Connection Point – Pin 3
TX -/RX - Connection Point – Pin 2
Ret Connection Point – Pin 1
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